


LET’S
GET #LIT



Fire is this quarter’s theme and 
the contents of this box are 
guaranteed to heat things up.



‘kindliNG/
noun

1. Easily combustible small sticks or twigs used for starting a fire.

2. Like, basically the opposite of decoupling.

KINDLING



Femme Fun Marley
This versatile insertable can be worn vaginally or anally 
and features 7 vibration modes and remote control 
functionality, so you two can take turns driving each other 
wild.  Oh, and did we mention it has a heating feature for 
extra intensity? 

Unbound Truth or Dare Cards
Don’t let anyone tell you card games or breakfast cereals 
are just for kids. Turn up the heat with The Unbound Truth 
or Dare card game, full of cheeky questions and racy 
dares.



forplay
SPARK



THESE FOREPLAY TIPS WILL HEAT 
THINGS UP

Up the ante
Suggest an innocent game of truth or dare, without 
revealing that your Unbound deck is slightly less than PG.

Tempt and tease
Have one of you insert the Marley vaginally or anally 
(using a dollop of water-based lube). If inserting anally 
you may wish to first start by stretching the anus with a 
lubricated finger or two. Have the partner wearing the 
vibrator dress and go into the other room and try to focus 
on a normal activity like reading a book, watching TV etc. 
while the other uses the remote control to try and drive 
them to distraction.   



sex
FIRE



Have one partner wear the Marley anally while receiving 
oral sex or manual stimulation. Here are some of our 
favorite tips.

EXTRA
HOT
ORAL

GREAT SEX TIPS USING 
YOUR NEW FUEGO BOX



Use your hands to build anticipation: gently stroke his 
inner thighs, just barely grazing his shaft and balls with the 
tips of your fingers but stopping shy of a firm touch.

During fellatio, try maintaining a firm grip around the shaft 
of the penis with one hand (approximating the effect of a 
cock ring to keep him harder) while your other hand 
strokes rhythmically in sync with your mouth.

Use plenty of lube to keep things slick and move both 
hands in alternating strokes along the shaft while you 
concentrate your mouth just on the head of his penis.



Alternate different strokes of your tongue from long broad 
licks under the head of the penis (the sensitive frenulum or 
seam-like juncture feels great) to swirling licks around the 
head and shaft, to running just the tip of your tongue 
rapidly over the ultra-sensitive glans at the tip.

Use a soft touch to gently cradle the scrotum while you 
work, adding in a few gentle licks for an added thrill.

As you built the intensity try using the remote control to 
dial up the strength of Marley’s vibrations until you have 
your partner on the edge.



Get her aroused by gently stroking key erogenous zones 
like the breasts and inner thighs, working your way slowly 
down her body to build anticipation.

Start with broad strokes of your tongue on her external 
labia (majora), going from bottom to top and back again.  
Try darting your tongue inside her clitoral hood on the 
upstroke for an intense sensation.

When she’s properly worked up part her labia majora for 
better access and bury your face deeply so that your 
tongue can lick her inner labia and dart inside between 
them. 



Change up the pressure of your strokes- switch from soft, 
barely-there licks to firm, pointed strokes as you feel your 
partner getting more aroused. 

Try curving your index and middle finger toward the 
anterior wall of the vagina and feel for a rough patch 
roughly the size of a quarter (the G spot).  Apply repeated 
pressure there while licking and stimulating her clitoris and 
labia with your tongue. Use plenty of lube to keep things 
slick and pleasurable.

As things come to a head try using the remote control to 
dial up the strength of Marley’s vibrations until you have 
your partner writhing and begging for more.



SIZZLING
DP



To experience the intense sensation of double penetration, 
try wearing the Marley vaginally during anal intercourse 
with a penis or strapon OR wear it anally during vaginal 
intercourse.

Have your partner slowly introduce the tip of the Marley 
either anally or vaginally, while simultaneously stimulating 
your clitoris for added sensation.  Stay relaxed, apply 
plenty of lube, and either have your partner slowly guide 
the Marley further in, or else have them hold it steady 
while you back onto it at your own pace. 

Before anal penetration either with the Marley or a penis 
or strapon it is advisable to have your partner stretch you 
gently by inserting a lubricated finger into your anus, and 
then eventually a second such that they work in and out of 
you in a scissoring motion.

Don’t feel rushed. Be sure to keep up the foreplay while 
you get accustomed to the sensation of having the Marley 
inside of you.  Turn on the vibration if you so desire. Once 
the Marley is inserted, try experimenting with double 
penetration by having your partner enter you slowly 
(again, with lots of lube!)



www.unboundbox.com


